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Someone who is perennially surprised
that depravity exists, who continues
to feel disillusioned (even incredulous)
when confronted with evidence of
what humans are capable of inflicting
in the way of gruesome, hands–on
cruelties upon other humans, has
not reached moral or psychological
adulthood. No one after a certain age
has the right to this kind of innocence,
of superficiality, to this degree of
ignorance, or amnesia.
× Susan Sontag
Author, filmmaker and political activist (1933—2004)
Quote from the book “Regarding the Pain of Others” (2003)

Introduction
For most of its fairly young life, photography has played an

attitudes severely denounced the egoist First World problem of

integral part in motivating social change. Through exposing

image fatigue.4 Despite of this fundamental detachment from conflict

indignation and atrocity against humanity, it has drawn its core

that even the photograph couldn’t fully bridge, these people, in

strength from the tradition of photojournalism and documentary

their financial capacity, remain the core target audience and the

photography. News footage by both professionals and amateurs

unmoved mover in the majority of human rights campaigns today.

has been indivisibly linked with humanitarian activism.
—

Facilitated by the factual nature and transparency of the
medium, spectators living outside zones of conflict would find
themselves having become third–party witnesses to the pain of

I am one of those First World people. I have never actually experi-

others. The blunt informing of the horrors of war was renamed

enced war, torture or discrimination. I belong to the core audience

shock tactics as audiences fell numb and deeper in amotivation

of human rights campaigns, sitting comfortably behind an online

as a defense reaction to the guilt and frustration they were

device of my choosing, being informed of world news by my own

facing. In their minds, the spectators felt incapable of offering

volition and selection. If I so chose, I could live my life without

real help to the victims, while feelings of empathy, pity and

any kind of knowledge of other people’s suffering. During the

shame were exploited as the necessary evil in trying to appeal

writing of this essay, numerous bombings took place in neighboring

to their conscience.

countries such as France and Belgium. While remaining ignorant

1

2

People from well–off countries seemed to reflect these

of these atrocities or not being moved by the fate of their victims

photographs predominantly from the comforts of their own

is almost impossible, for me these events speak for the profound

spectatorship, unable to empathize with the ravaged lives por-

effect distance has on empathy. Had they taken place somewhere

trayed in them. Counter reactions that emerged against these

far away, I argue that their impact on everyday life around me
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would have been much smaller. Can this vast gap be bridged using

AI) and an artist going by the pseudonym JR. Despite of their

images and photographs?

common aim, they differ fundamentally in terms of agency: AI

In my personality I’ve always recognized a tendency to

is known for mobilizing people through their awareness raising

resist authority. Over the years, I have had to train myself in

campaigns, while JR acts primarily on his own, often together

trust, not to build a wall in front of me when confronted with

with the concerned. The comparison of thematically similar

external pressure or opinion. The difficulty of doing so has

works from two opposite ends of the spectrum provides a means

brought me to question the photograph as a medium; I resist it

to discuss the context of the imagery and the spectator’s part

all the same. It is this inner conflict that bothers me: the desire

in viewing them, not just the purely visual nuances.

to awaken a genuine, unadulterated and autonomous will to help,

AI and JR both work primarily with photographs depict-

and the emotional barrier that emerges from forced comparing

ing people—JR almost exclusively so. The application of the

of myself against the lives of others. It brought me to a psycho-

victim’s gaze in campaign imagery, for example, has been exten-

logical phenomenon I will use as a theoretical framework for this

sively researched, and a new study on its effect on empathy and

research: the backfire effect.

donation behavior was conducted in 2015.7 Some researchers
concluded that sad facial expressions of female children lead to

—

most donations, while other studies recognized a counteracting
emotional response caused by feelings of guilt.8 Since the effect

The backfire effect occurs when, in the face of contradictory

of facial expressions remains inconclusive, something else than

evidence, estabished beliefs do not change but actually get stron-

visual content must set AI and JR apart from each other in

ger. The effect has been studied in political, textual and graphical

this case.

5

contexts, in which more pervasive results were yielded with

From this clash of noble intentions and resistant human

statistical visualizations, perhaps suggesting a link to visual

psychology arises my question: to what degree and how do AI

thinking. A purely photo–based theoretical research of the backfire

and JR work around the backfire effect in their visual human-

effect is yet to be done. Dictated by the choice of target audience

itarian work? Based on the theoretical framework in combination

and context, humanitarian aid campaigns and artists alike are

with the choice of a photographic and photo–based media, I will

battling against resistant human psychology in their attempt to

make comparisons between AI and JR from the point of view

cause positive change. For comparison, I chose two influential,

of demographics, semantic and psychological implications to

widespread and wildly different professional entities who both

their target audiences, and the potential implications of their

share a humanitarian goal: Amnesty International (henceforth

working methods on their opposition.

6
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In a privileged absense of severely traumatic experiences, I will
evaluate my findings against my own life and work through
personal anecdotes and image analyses. Applying my research
on something I can relate to provides me a better means to learn
and challenge my own views than a purely theoretical essay about
something of which I lack experience. I will further reflect on
the implications of influencing others to the image maker—or
operator—and what I wish to take with me as a conclusion. This
I will form into a method of storytelling for continuing my work
in the future.

Spectator

Operator

Spectrum

×

Operator: the photographer

×

Spectator; the viewer of the photograph

×

Spectrum; the subject of the photograph
Roland Barthes (1981/1993)
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Despite the normative presumption
that individuals should form their
beliefs based only on factual sources,
common experience suggests [...]
that individuals often base realworld judgments on information
from fiction.

× Melanie C. Green
Professor of social psychology and researcher on narrative transport,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Human rights &
the new media
It would have been imperceptive to focus entirely on photography

show of support such as overlaying campaign symbols on one’s

without at least acknowledging that the field of humanitarian

profile picture.5

aid is moving rapidly towards emerging digital media. This

Even the relationship between the photographic medium

change is facilitated by the rapid response time made possible

and the spectator is going through a transformation: the scales

by advancements in technology and the growing competition

are shifting from mere consuming of photographs taken by pro-

the organizations are facing from each other.

fessionals, to campaigns that crowd–source their imagery through

1

The turn of the millennium brought a discernable change

social media to facilitate audience participation. Increasingly often

to how factual photographs are perceived. Aided by advanced

the first images emerging from tragic events are uploaded online

information technology and the internet, the 9/11 tragedy in

by the very people experiencing it all, not by professional pho-

2001 and the subsequent unjustified wars on terror gave world–

tographers sent in to cover the news. Such was the case in the

wide rise to distrust towards the global news media and ques-

Japanese Tsunami in 2011, for instance.6

tioned the ethics of pre–emptive humanitarian interventions.2

The creative possibilities for mobilizing people to combat

Humanitarian organizations themselves fell under attack, being

global issues have increased exponentially, and yet at the same

accused of double–standards, overreaching and undermining

time, some argue that the lowered threshold gives rise to slactivism,

national sovereignty.

a form of activism that requires so little effort that it’s taken part

3

Accompanied by the immense reach of new modern strategies and the decline of TV and print media, human rights

in only for personal, egoistic gains and has very little to do with
actual devotion to making a change.7

campaigns are moving increasingly towards social media4. In

The questioning climate did, however, inspire large exhi-

digital activism, memetic spreading of images gave means to

bitions and biennales around the topic of human rights (Documenta

combat microaggressions with seemingly insignificant symbolic

11 in 2002 and Newtopia: The State of Human Rights in 2012). The
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“Liking isn’t helping”, a campaign against slacktivism for Crisis
Relief by Publicis Singapore (2014).

17

open atmosphere throughout the decade encouraged artists and

Conversely, in JR’s case, the approach is very uncomplicated and

researchers to take a bolder stand on their perception of human

independent from external influencers.

rights standards, further reinforcing the status of visual arts as

Even if other media seem to be speeding past, in both AI

credible and influential means of social engagement. Even the

and JR’s cases the transmission of persuasive photo–based imagery

former President of the European Commission, José Manuel

still forms the most accessible and relatable visual core of their

Durão Barroso, in his speech “Tearing down walls—building

work. The new media have, however, enabled an increase in au-

bridges”, borrowed from the English poet Percy Bysshe Shelley

dience participation, which could signal an upcoming shift from

by stating that “artists are the unacknowledged legislators of

spectatorship to becoming—at least a partial—operator in human

the world”.

rights campaigns.

8

9

—

As artists gain more foothold within global discussions, I cannot
help but wonder if through questioning of the photographic
veracity, minds will gradually open up to acknowledging that
there are often many kinds of truths, and through proliferation
of dishonesty something fundamentally honest will eventually
emerge. Perhaps when naïve expectations of an absolute truth
cease to exist, the inevitable bond between photography as the
bearer of bad news is broken, and new visual ways to contribute
to resolving or handling of conflicts can be found.
Opportunities arise in direct correlation with competition,
and digital media offers compelling new ways to mobilize people.
To top it all off, it would be short–sighted to assume that human
rights campaigning revolves only around visuals: in the case of
AI, the political lobbying, written appeals and demonstrations
form a lion’s share of their activity. Campaign imagery is usually
a result of distilling those complex issues into a sharp point.
8
9
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Brems et al., 2014
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IK
SCHAAM
ME
DIEP
IK BEN WIM ROELOFSEN

spreek je ook uit op ikschaammediep.nl

The spectator becomes spectrum in “I’m deeply ashamed”, a campaign by Amnesty International (2013) against inhuman
treatment and detention of refugees in The Netherlands. People could participate by sending in photos of themselves which
were printed as posters and assembled into a “Wall of Shame” in front of the Dutch Parliament in The Hague. Pictured
are Wim Roelofsen from AI Netherlands and Paulien Cornelisse, a Dutch actress.

IN MIJN LAND SLUITEN WE ONSCHULDIGE
VREEMDELINGEN ZESTIEN UUR PER
DAG OP IN EEN CEL.

Only when the last prisoner of
conscience has been freed, when
the last torture chamber has been
closed, when the United Nation’s
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights is a reality for the world’s
people, will our work be done.

× Peter Benenson
Founder of Amnesty International (1921—2005)

The ingredients:
AI & JR
AI are renowned for their ground–breaking work in human rights

licizing of each campaign is approved and overseen by AI, and thus

which awarded them a Nobel Peace Prize in 1977. Founded sixteen

can be considered to represent them to the fullest in the public eye.

years earlier in 1961, they began with a simple article written by

JR is the pseudonym of an artist born in Paris but based in

the founder Peter Benenson and published in The Observer under

New York who despite of his public appearances wishes to keep his

the title “The Forgotten Prisoners”. Launching the campaign

real identity secret. He started his career in his teens by photo-

“Appeal for Amnesty 1961”, its aim to free the Portuguese dictator

graphing his friends spraying graffiti on the Paris rooftops. He

Antonio de Oliveira Salazar’s prisoners of conscience, gained wide-

subsequently arranged his own street exhibitions by pasting prints

spread attention and ultimately led to the founding of Amnesty

of his photos on buildings and walls. JR is most known for his

International. They created a completely new non–governmental

“uninvited”, or illegal, large–scale black and white photographs of

platform for international human rights advocacy that was im-

people that he pastes onto the urban landscape.

partial and whose reach extended beyond country borders. Letters

By providing no explanation, he strives for an open inter-

of appeal still form the core of their operation, although they’re

pretation of his work which he places directly within zones of

most recognized by virtue of their visual profusion.

conflict and often together with the people living in them. In 2011,

Visually AI is known as a provocative, outspoken and

he began a project named “Inside Out” which had so far gathered

downright shocking with a pinch of irony. My focus will be on

over 110,000 members. It provides people with a possibility to have

award–winning and otherwise recognized photo–based campaigns

their own group portraits printed as large posters to paste on walls

that have gathered widespread attention and success. Because the

that they themselves provide. While applications vary based on

creative execution of most of their campaigns is delegated to

location and context, the fundamental idea of the project is to unite

third–party advertising agencies, each of them includes charac-

people against discrimination—external or due to their own

teristics unique to their maker. Despite of the diversity, the pub-

actions—and to show their strength as a unified community.

24
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A misleading “shock” photograph from “Portrait of a
Generation” (2004—2006) by JR.
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THE BACKFIRE EFFECT

against to eight, on a scale from zero to ten, ten being totally for
same-sex marriage. Despite of the drastic change, the effect re-

The term backfire effect was coined in 2006 by Brendan Nyhan, a

mained temporary, and the result was speculated to have been

scholar in health policy research, and Jason Reifler, assistant

due to sympathy and courtesy towards the interviewer, not a

professor in political science. According to their research, it occurs

permanent shift in the subject’s core values.5

when one is confronted with evidence contradicting one’s beliefs.1

It wasn’t until another case concerning abortion that il-

It is not merely an act of deflecting an opinion, but a process that

lustrated a means of making a lasting change. The major difference

potentially further reinforces one’s perception through mechanisms

was the way the interviewer re–formulated the voter’s opposing

related to psychology and brain chemistry. Through the resulting,

views, emphasizing her difficult position in regards to the topic

biased self–affirmation, the pain of being wrong is alleviated, and

as a mother of two daughters, and the challenge of bringing up

parts of the brain connected with feelings of reward become active,

a taboo topic for them. Only after mutually agreeing upon these

further reaffirming the person of their views. Three major

details with her, the interviewer revealed a personal story of

proposals for overcoming the backfire effect are suggested which

herself having gone through an abortion. Through disarming

I will cover: self–affirmative priming, narrative storytelling, and the

herself, reformulating her opponent’s view and by understanding

identifiable victim effect.

why she felt the way she did, structuring the informal conversation

2

3

One’s views are often psychologically connected with one’s

this way won over the interviewed completely.6

self–concept. This can be to such extent that questioning people’s

Another proposal, and perhaps an extension to the previous,

values results in them perceiving an attack against their persona.

is based on narrative storytelling and the capability of the brain

Disassociating a person’s identity from their views through positive

to mirror experiences of others. So called mirror neurons in the

self–affirmative priming increases the willingness for one to

brain allow a person to recreate in their minds what they are

reconsider their beliefs.

observing, all the way to the point of feeling others’ emotions.

4

For instance, to gauge opinions among registered voters,

This was proven especially effective using human facial expres-

a door–to–door poll about legalizing same–sex marriage in the

sions: imitating an expression seen in a photo yielded the same

USA revealed that purely through allowing the subjects to first

response in the brain as simply looking at it without attempting

freely express their opposing opinion about their personal values

to copy it.7 This capability not only enables certain species such

primed them for the interviewer’s influence over them. Followed

as humans to learn from each other without having to recreate

by a discussion about the interviewer’s personal experience of

every experience themselves, but it is considered to be the fun-

being homosexual, the voter’s opinion changed from completely

damental basis for human empathy. Such as when watching a

1
2
3
4
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Campaign against domestic violence by
Amnesty International / DDB Budapest (2008).

movie or listening to a story, this mirroring is a gradual process

neural mirroring, vivid details of an individual give rise to a

and happens with a delay. With time, however, the spectator not

potential of immersing oneself in a story, enabling the spectator

only syncs with the storyteller, but begins to anticipate emotions

to identify with the character. If influencing an individual is the

ahead of the story. This neural coupling carries a potential for

aim, experiences of a single victim—or a hero—are better within

change in the subject’s personality.

the grasp of a single spectator.12

8

Closed, explicit arguments lack the capability of trans-

To overcome the backfire effect, one can begin by lowering

porting and immersing one in a compelling story, and thus are

one’s own guard and giving space for the opponent to express

inable to build empathy. Statistics and facts were found to have

their view first. This helps them separate their self and their

a further draining effect on the experience. Conversely, by letting

opinion from each other. Positively priming them in this way

the spectators infer their own perception of the circumstances,

leads towards feelings of empathy and clears away the need for

narrative storytelling enabled them to own it emotionally instead

defensiveness.

of being instructed how to feel about it. Inducing emotion, without

Curiously, this seems to parallel to the four–step method

direct critique towards the spectator, and allowing—not forcing—

for successful critical commentary synthesized by philosopher

one to step into the lives of others was therefore crucial.

Daniel C. Dennett (see p. 37). His method resembles more of a

9

Although some studies suggest that avid readers of fiction

diplomatic approach than activism or propaganda often seen in

were observed to be most capable of both empathy and mirroring,

campaigning. In its core lies the capability for civil discussion,

it did not make a difference whether the story itself was based

dissolving of the ego from the issue and the parties’ mutual

on facts or fiction, or if indeed the subject was even aware of it.

readyness to self–disarm themselves.

The distinction had only to do with the way the story was told;
whether it was expository or narrative.

10

Personal stories shared intimately with the opponent are
claimed to have most success in swaying opinions. Narrative,

The third method for overcoming the backfire effect has

and even fictional storytelling feels compelling and harnesses

to do with the notion of identifiable victim, a theory developed

the human capability to mirror others’ emotions, but it may

by the Nobel Prize Laureate Thomas Schelling in 1968. Yet

require time in order for the spectator to fully synchronize with.

again, I consider it to be an extension to the preceding two

In contrast, narrative storytelling through single photographs

proposals. In short, people are far more sensitive to identifying

expects a lot from both the operator and the target audience.

with the circumstances of a single person rather than a large

In a visually saturated culture, it is easy to dismiss, easy to not

group, which in turn has a profound impact on motivation to

care about. In moving image, such as a TV spot, the story has

participate in a humanitarian cause. From the point of view of

more time to go through an evolution that grasps the viewer.

11

8
9
10
11
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Nova Science, 2005 & Graves, 2015
Graves, 2015
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Ibid.
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A withered and weak prisoner is escorted in a rough manner in front
of a wall by a soldier. The prisoner’s expression is a mix of fear and
determination. Time slows down as the soldier turns his back on the
prisoner and walks to the opposite end of the cell. He raises his rifle
and prepares to fire. A muzzle flash fills the screen.
Out of thin air, thin slips of paper appear. The bullet pierces
through the sheets, revealing them to be full of signatures. The closer
the bullet gets, the denser the stack of paper grows. When the bullet
reaches the other end of the jail cell, all the letters and signatures in
between have made it come to a halt. A close–up of the prisoner’s eye
reveals his incredulous terror.
The bullet falls on the ground before reaching its target. The
soldier stands down and lowers his firearm. The final expressions on
his face leaves the viewer hoping that the event has changed him.
“Bullet” (2007), a TV advertisement by AOC Paris for Amnesty
International addresses many of the proposed methods of dealing with
the backfire effect: narrative storytelling that develops slowly enough
to immerse the viewer, identifiable victim and even positive priming
to a degree. It doesn’t fall into the trap of criticizing or arguing with
its audience, and it even refrains from implying future vengeance
against the perpetrator.
Can all this hold when distilled into a still image? Will the
photo stand on its own or become a reference to the TV spot that the
spectator needs to have seen?

Sequence view of AI’s multiple award-winning TV advertisement “Act
Responsible” / “Bullet” by AOC Paris (2007).

Autonomy in interpretation rather than explicit, closed claims
lets people infer their own opinion and own the outcome of the
story emotionally. This doesn’t mean that the campaign has an
imprecise aim. Metaphorical storytelling through inanimate
objects seen in AI’s campaigns could possibly achieve the same,
but the requirement of an accompanying slogan or other text—
used to inform the viewer and to prevent undesired reading of
the image—may feel like dictating one’s emotions. Considering
the aim to raise funds or to get petitions signed, the accompanying text to inform the viewer is nevertheless to be expected
and quite natural for traditional campaigns.
Finally, a human–scale story is claimed to be the easiest
to identify with, as it feels more immediate and relatable when
comparing against one’s own life experiences. In practice, humanitarian campaigns often strive to give a face to a conflict
through personifying their campaigns and using direct quotes
by the victims. The use of the victim’s gaze in today’s day and
age as a means of inducing empathy and striving to cause
emotional contagion is, however, both expected and easily dismissed by the unsurprised audience.

1. You should attempt to re–express your target’s
position so clearly, vividly and fairly that your
target says, “Thanks, I wish I’d thought of
putting it that way.
2. You should list any points of agreement
(especially if they are not matters of general or
widespread agreement).
3. You should mention anything you have learned
from your target.
4. Only then are you permitted to say so much as a
word of rebuttal or criticism.
Dennett, Daniel — “Intuition Pumps and
Other Tools for Thinking” (2014)

36
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“Apricot Rose” — metaphorical storytelling in a campaign against genital
mutilation by Amnesty International / Publicis, Stockholm (2007).

As we got farther and farther away,
[the Earth] diminished in size.
Finally it shrank to the size of a
marble, the most beautiful marble
you can imagine. […] Seeing this
has to change a man.

× James Irwin
Apollo 15 astronaut

The photograph
as experience
Central to all of the proposed methods for overcoming

set of beliefs, often mediated by their mechanical ability

the obstacle of backfire effect is the capability for the

to reproduce what’s in front of the lens. According to

operator to awaken empathy in the spectator. It’s also a

Douglas R. Brown, former curator of San Francisco

central element in campaigning for human rights and

Museum of Modern Art, as an observer of photographs

humanitarian aid, and many attempts to induce it usually

one has always a set of expectations about how they were

target various emotions. Most of the research on ways

made and what their relationship is to something in the

of changing opinion focuses heavily on verbal and textual

real world. He calls this the photograph’s ontological

information. As my focus is on photography, I will

relationship to the subject. All photographic work seems

examine some key views pertaining to photographs and

to possess this immersive property, even down to con-

photo–based imagery in terms of perceiving them. These

vincingly photorealistic paintings. According to him, the

aspects are central in the medium’s ability to act as a

unique beliefs pertaining only to lens–based imagery—as

carrier for experience and thus as a carrier for empathy.

a sign of our cultural upbringing—are revealed through
a comparison to photorealistic paintings: when the truth

AN ONTOLOGICAL VIEW

about an identical, but painted, “photograph” is exposed
to the viewer, no matter how convincing it is, the medium

Photographs have been traditionally considered as

of paint has already caused a shift towards different set

mirrors, immersive transparencies one looks into, but

of expectations in the observer than a “real” photograph.1

whose surface one doesn’t immediately perceive. Similar

It is ultimately because of this unique ontological rela-

to believing in that what you see every morning in the

tionship with reality that enables the photographic

bathroom mirror is real, photographs, too, carry a certain

medium to act as a document or proof.
1

42

SfMOMA, 2010
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“Mark” (1979) by Chuck Close;
acrylic on canvas, 2.96m × 2.3m.

IDENTIFYING WITH
THE THIRD PERSON

In stark contrast, Ariella Azoulay, an Israel–born art curator,
film–maker and photography theorist, criticizes the inability
to experience human tragedy through photographs. She

In the majority of humanitarian campaigns, photographs are

argues that they bear “the seal of the photographic event”,

petitions to look through the eyes of others, to merge one’s own

and as such act by nature as “civil contracts” between human

gaze with the third person. A famously successful example of

beings. She states that superficial looking at photographs

such a shift caused by a photograph was the case of “The Blue

instead of watching what is recorded onto them can be par-

Marble”, a photograph of Earth taken by the Apollo 17 crew in

alleled with witnessing violence unfold and selfishly disre-

1972. The space mission was preceded in 1968 by Apollo 8,

garding its victims.5 The psychological—but natural—im-

whose crew turned their TV cameras towards Earth for the

plications of the overview effect are antithetical to her view

global human civilization to see for the first time in their history.

and many advertisement campaigns that rely on merely

2

Combined, these first photographic images of Earth caused a

showing the viewer the facts.

rise of environmental activism, making “The Blue Marble” a

SINGULAR REFLECTION
IN FIRST PERSON

symbol for the Spaceship Earth ideology and the vulnerability
of our planet.

3

However, being onboard the spacecraft directly witnessing
Earth, a blue sphere rising from behind the Moon and hanging

Jennifer Blessing, the curator of the Guggenheim Museum

in the black void, had a completely different kind of effect on the

in New York, describes photography as having a unique ability

astronauts than the photograph had on the rest of the population

to console.6 This has a direct link to the transparency and

on Earth. The experience had a fundamental effect on the as-

mirror–like quality of the medium discussed earlier. I’m

tronauts and was named as the overview effect. It’s defined as a

referring to the notion that one rarely considers a photograph

profound cognitive shift in awareness, transforming the astro-

an object, a printed piece of paper, but looks through it, as if

nauts’ perspective of the planet and of the whole mankind. It

looking at reality itself. Roland Barthes argued that through

can be described as direct perception, as purely seeing with your

this property, photographs have a unique capability to put

eyes without one’s mind being able to decode it based on earlier

an end to “an invincible resistance to believing to the past”;

experience. It’s this elusive first–person experience of what the

not only do they provide a window into looking backwards

astronauts saw—and see every day—that escapes the imagination

in time, but to him they reconfirm and act as evidence of

of Earth–bound third–party witnesses.

what has been.7

4
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3
4
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“The Blue Marble” by NASA/Apollo 17 crew (1972).

In case of a photo of a deceased loved one, one is—at least to a

beliefs about the claims of reality one sees in them. Douglas R.

degree—consoled by the photograph by means of an ontological

Brown attributed this to cultural upbringing, to an acquired

leap: at some level one is not looking at a photo of the one passed

tendency to regard photographs as reproductions of reality—as

away, but directly at that particular person if he or she was still

proof. During times when most viewers are educated about the

alive. It’s by no means a replacement to bringing the person back,

dishonest use of photography in the media, one could presume

but in deep grief losing that photograph can feel almost like losing

that this tendency is fading away. However, the proposed methods

the person yet again. A photograph, while technically bound to

of dealing with the backfire effect in the previous chapter suggest

being memento mori, a reminder of mortality, immortalizes and

that the story needn’t necessarily be accurate, but plausible. As

thus defies death at some level.

such, the veracity of the story is not a defining factor.

8

Barthes further described a characteristic of photographs

The overview effect suggests that there remains a gap

that is outside the scope of analysis and beyond the hands of the

between knowing and experiencing the reality of the photo-

photographer; a strong force which he named punctum. It describes

graph—between direct perception and cognition—regardless of

a deeply personal experience, a prick in one’s chest arising from

the medium’s immersive nature. For anyone not having been in

viewing the photograph but not necessarily directly due to a

outer space, the sublime reality of “The Blue Marble” and thus

semantic message present in it in a way that could be analyzed

our spherical planet remains a matter of belief and imagination.

by someone else. It could be compared with a smell bringing back

Technology has enabled astronauts such as Scott Kelby and Chris

specific memories from one’s childhood. In “Camera Lucida”, he

Hadfield to publish photographs straight from the International

investigated the effects of photography on the spectator and

Space Station in nearly real–time through social media. None-

describes how, aside of all the meaning a photograph can be loaded

theless, for me as the spectator one thought remains: no matter

with, an almost accidental quality arises which is deeply personal

how beautiful our planet looks, I experience paramount difficulty

to the spectator. In literary terms, one could compare it to reading

in trying to comprehend how someone else has witnessed such

a story and experiencing vividly that between the lines one got to

scenes; my capability of adopting someone else’s gaze is limited.

know the author himself.

This makes me question if I can ever truly understand terrors of

9

war, for instance.

STUCK IN SECOND–PERSON NARRATIVES

The effects of photographic stories are at their most intense
as means of reflection and a acting as vessels for deeply personal,

By virtue of its vivid reproductive ability, the photograph as a

first–person emotions: as suggested in ways of dealing with the

new medium brought into the world a set of expectations and

backfire effect, the ability to emotionally own the story elevates

8
9
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“I’m too sad to tell you” (1970)
by Bas Jan Ader.
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the impact of the photograph to the highest. Conveying this in-

of images can be steered through use of accompanying text, but

ternal, singular emotion and experience to others, however,

the words themselves require careful consideration. This should

becomes more difficult than in any other case in the context of

come as no surprise, as the whole body of research on the backfire

visual campaigning. More time and personal experience is required

effect is mostly based on textually and verbally conveyed infor-

which is more than what the average viewer can afford. Such an

mation. The feeling of personal involvement is difficult to achieve

approach may result in compelling, open interpretations—one

with forced discourse, and yet AI and JR both impose their opinion

way of dealing with the backfire effect—but it’s a risk not often

with very little hesitation. The question “How exactly does that

taken in campaigning that is intended to have a focused outcome.

work?” quickly emerges.

A photograph is a representation of our experience of the
four–dimensional; our perceived reality—one that is already
compromised by having been turned into a stereoscopic illusion
by our two eyes. Despite being further reduced into a two–dimensional flat surface consisting of dots or pixels, photographs
make us believe, experience, and even think that we know what
is being shown. Some photograph to experience life, to confirm
that it happened, while some argue that life escapes them when
they’re busy trying to capture it. Be that as it may, in light of
these different ways of perceiving, and in terms of the backfire
effect, I believe it isn’t completely ill–advised to conclude that the
still medium is a fickle means of controlling others’ emotions, at
least in a precise and quick manner. Moving image has by nature
more capability of transporting the spectator into its world, but
it needs time. Will the audience have enough of it?
The backfire effect’s requirement of inducing empathy in
the viewer is challenging to control accurately through single
still photographs. On the other hand, this quality speaks for the
importance a specific target group, one that cares, and the deficiency of generalized solutions. In campaigns, the intended reading
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One Christmas a few of years ago, my parents asked me: “when will

perhaps to those capable of identifying with the issues I was experi-

you stop making sad photographs?” I had never thought about it like

encing? What would have then been the purpose of showing my

that. I had never had anybody say that to me. Was it because they

photographs to others? To make my problem theirs, and make happy

know me—or thought they did? Many things had changed since I

people sad?

left my home country.

This makes me realize that even if the photographic image

Only later on I recognized that many of my ideas stemmed

itself carries the story there exist aspects outside of the visual that

from some ingrained anger. Chopin once said: “I wish I could throw

influence the outcome. Because my parents cared, their emotions

off the thoughts which poison my happiness. And yet I take a kind of

mirrored mine. Had they not, my work would not have caused such

pleasure in indulging them.” I found myself acting a bit like that.

a reaction. Topics outside of the photographic frame arise that require

Was my goal to express and handle those personal feelings in photo-

further scrutiny, such as the relationship between the operator and

graphs? Did I make work only for my own sake, for myself, and

the spectator, and the context of images.

“Perfect” (2014), a photograph by me, altered through scanning.

Black and white photographs from campaign “Flies” by Amnesty
International / Contrapunto, Madrid (2008, left) and JR’s
“Face2Face” (2007, right).
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What makes a story work, then?
What compels an audience, even of
one, to attend to our words and
believe us? Or disbelieve us? Often
a child can be heard asking, “Is that
true?” As we grow, we learn there
are many kinds of truth, disguised
and bare, fancy and plain. Sometimes,
the arrangement of facts in time
has nothing to do with what actually
happened and yet the story is true.
× C.L. Birch & M.A. Heckler
Quote from the book “Who Says? Essays on Pivotal
Issues in Contemporary Storytelling” (1996)

Target audiences
Campaign photography doesn’t exist in a vacuum: its soft focus

Disruptive and interference tactics include protests, demonstra-

is recognized and the method and impact customized for an

tions and civil disobedience. In the case of AI, and perhaps JR as

expected demographic. In this way campaign strategists can

well, most of the visual campaigning for the rest of the audience

sharpen their communication with specific audiences in mind

falls within the educational type.

and to avoid inefficient or undesirable outcomes. According to

The work done by AI relies on financial backing of its

the Amnesty International Campaigning Manual the core aim

members, shareholders and investors.4 Dictated by their aim to

of their human rights campaigns is to motivate change and to

raise funds for their operation, for them it would not make sense

mobilize the concerned. An additional agenda is to change the

to devote vast resources into global campaigns that address an

minds of those not yet concerned. Traditionally, the target au-

audience already supporting their work. On the other hand, those

diences are divided into four main groups: the pro, the anti, the

in opposition are considered beyond the grasp of visualization

apathetic and the conflicted.

tactics and require physical action. What remains are the core

1

2

The choice of demographic dictates the method of com-

audiences for most of AI’s visual campaigns: the apathetic and

munication. Tactical Tech Collective, an international organi-

conflicted, or simply neutral. Worthy of note is that, by definition,

zation dedicated to activism and which includes former employees

the majority of these financially able audiences live outside of the

of Amnesty International, divides demographic–specific actions

actual zones of conflict.

to three groups: for a supportive audience, mobilization tactics

JR forms a polar opposite of AI. He finances most of his

are sufficient. Neutral audiences require educational and visual-

work by selling his artwork5 and through crowdfunding.6 Working

ization tactics, while opposing audiences are dealt with disruption

independent from the influence of external parties such as share-

and interference tactics. Mobilization tactics can include infor-

holders or non–governmental organizations, he self–initiates his

mational messaging within the organization and its members.

often legally ambiguous projects and executes them together with

3

1
2
3
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Educational “shock” advertisement directed at “people with a tertiary education,
interest in world affairs and disposable income” from Amnesty International
Campaigning Manual (2001, p. 18).

the people involved in conflicts. This enables him to skip the

×

The pro, or for the cause

intermediary steps and to address the problem together with

×

The anti, or against the cause

the audience.

×

The apathetic, or indifferent to the cause

×

The conflicted, or yet to have decided

Purely from a psychological perspective, the choice of
demographic has a profound effect on the reception of images,

Crowther, 2015

whatever they might depict, and subsequently with the positive
priming required by the backfire effect. In terms of motivation,

×

Supportive: use mobilization tactics

the direct engagement of a concerned audience in JR’s work

×

Neutral: use educational, visualization tactics

intensifies attraction toward contributing to a chosen subject.

×

Opposing: use disruption, interference tactics

7

Singh et al.

Higgins calls this motivation matching, that is, inducing motivation
by aligning the individual preferences of the target audience
with the aim of the action.
For JR the threshold of making a change might be lower,

—

as he works directly within a conflict, although the risk of
physically clashing with extreme opposition is higher. Conversely,
for the conflicted audience, being visually educated by AI might

In my work I tend to target audiences who are experiencing an issue

fall outside of their primary preferences and thus result in more

rather than trying to figure out how to make others care about it. In

resistance. While aim can be improved through careful choice

that sense, I choose a starting point similar to JR. However, a bit like

of target audience, psychological means exist that are frequently

AI, I also choose to inform that audience about a problem in a way that

used—by both AI and JR—in hopes of further reinforcing the

shows the consequences of their poor choices.

impact of their campaigns.

In my series “Post_smart” I tackled the topic of upcoming generations of children that are brought up amidst digital technology. I
wanted the parents to be my concerned audience and to be wary of the
consequences of too much access too early in their children’s lives. I
rendered the story colorful but gloomy, and the children in a trance–like
state, seduced by the bright colors of the digital world.
Earlier, I had realized that it is not the digital that is the problem, but
its application to the real world that’s left unbalanced. I considered

7
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arranging workshops with children, teaching them how to ‘capture’

as a role model. Paradoxically, I had chosen an involved audience whom

living butterflies by making 3D scans of them for printing them later

I was treating like one that didn’t care—and you could tell by the images

and in this way bridge the gap between virtual and physical. Back then

how a passive–aggressive annoyance fueled the process visually. This

I thought that the idea wasn’t photographic enough, but technically an

mode of storytelling might gather the support of those who already have

event, so I chose not to do it, maybe out of fear of stepping too far out of

it well with their children, or who have none, but the rest might prefer

my field. Afterwards, I wish I had had the courage, since the path I

to disagree and look away. Do images inevitably suit better for stating

ended up on, while visually intriguing, was a path of blaming. With

the problem rather than resolving it afterwards?

the butterfly workshop I could have enriched the kids’ lives and served
Photogrammetric and stereoscopic 3D scan portrait of
a child with his mother from “Post_smart” (2015) by me.
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The greatest evil today is indifference. To know and not to act is
a way of consenting to these
injustices. The planet has become
a very small place. What happens
in other countries affects us.

× Elie Wiesel

Holocaust survivor and Nobel Peace Prize Laureate

Psychological
persuasion
The core influence of advertisement, politics and striving to cause

strength of [their] commitment to protest until the violation

social change is based on manipulation of emotions. As described

cease”, and describe media work as a “way of shaming the guilty

by the backfire effect, laying cold facts on the table might have

and alerting and mobilizing the concerned.”2 AI’s visual approach

an entirely undesired outcome, which is why careful psychological

has been described as sarcastic, shocking and direct. As discussed

coordination of emotions through visual means is used instead.

earlier, induction of pure empathy through a photographic still

Psychologists recognize that feelings of appreciation, that some-

image—especially without personal involvement—is challeng-

thing matters, are rare in cases when one is not in risk of losing

ing. Realizing this makes one understand the common appeal

anything valuable: according to Higgins, the experiencing of

of using shocking photographs in human rights campaigns: if

something as important is significant in terms of motivation.

a story doesn’t compel the audience, a natural conclusion is that

Therefore it isn’t surprising to combat indifference by targeting

it lacks intensity.

1

the needs that are generally satisfied within the audience, such

In contrast, JR’s approach is diplomatic: through large

as access to clean water or having a roof over one’s head. In the

photographs of people, he wishes to raise questions between

words of Antoine de Saint–Exupery: “If you want to build a ship,

conflicted parties and to give a voice to oppressed individuals

don’t drum up people to collect wood and don’t assign them tasks

in order to change peoople’s perception of each other. He disarms

and work, but rather teach them to long for the endless immensity

violence using smiles and people’s self–deprecating facial ex-

of the sea.”

pressions, and often strives for maximum pervasiveness in the

AI describe in their Campaigning Manual consciously
seeking “to mobilize anger and outrage at terrible violations and

urban environment. Entire villages have been covered with his
mural photographs.

to transform that anger into effective pressure”. They go further,

Combining AI and JR, I recognize two main emotions

expressing their will “to demonstrate the depth of anger and

utilized—guilt and anger—plus the purely voluntary process

1
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Bird’s eye view of “Women Are Heroes” (Kenya, 2009) by JR.
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of forgiveness, which I wish to cover. All three have interesting

Because of the way guilt can be used to manipulate and influence

implications in terms of awakening empathy and passion in the

others, it is a popular motivational tool in the pain vs. pleasure

spectator—the key factors for handling the backfire effect.

approach used in humanitarian campaigns. Exploiting one’s
conscience is proven effective when combined with a chance for

GUILT AND SHAME

remission. Visual strategies are first used to induce guilt, a form
of pain to which a remedy is provided through donating for a

Guilt is considered a self–regulatory emotion that guides one’s

cause. However, without establishing a common ground prior to

moral compass. It can act both as a form of self–punishment

criticizing the spectator—as dictated by the backfire effect—guilt

guided by fear of reprisal, or a motivator for prosocial behavior

risks splitting the audience.

3

in the form of willingness to mend a conflicted situation one has
—

caused.4 People also use it as a means of redistributing power by
purposefully inducing guilt in others in order to receive an apology.
Bringing up the suffering to the transgressor often makes them

In his project “The Wrinkles of The City”, JR pasted building-high

feel guilty, but is often followed by resentment and anger rising

portraits of elderly people into the urban environment. His aim was to

through denial, especially if the transgressor—in my research

highlight the legacies of people who helped to build the city, and to

the specator—believes to have done nothing wrong.

elevate their lost significance in the society.71In rapidly growing cities

5

Doing something wrong is not a prerequisite to feeling

such as Shanghai, old buildings are demolished to pave way for new

guilty. Existential, or survivor guilt, for instance, arises from not

skyscrapers. Pasting photographs on people’s homes was a means to

being able to contribute to the welfare of others. This form of

fight against eviction. In the portrait, there’s a gap between the spectator,

guilt, and the resulting frustration, is one of the central aspects

spectrum and operator. There doesn’t seem to be any kind of forced

in Susan Sontag’s book “Regarding the Pain of Others”, for

existence or directing in front of the artist’s camera—the photo seems

example. In a conflicted type of target audience in human rights

like a passing moment, a candid snapshot during a conversation. Her

campaigns, it is precisely the active inactivity that causes disap-

existence is effortless, unaware of the observer and thus doesn’t confront

pointment in oneself and forms fertile ground for induction of

him personally, although the setting gives the piece a strong hint of

guilt and will to contribute. When imposed this way onto the

melancholy. Nevertheless, no direct dialogue between the spectrum and

spectator, the notion of self–regulated empathy, and the subsequent

spectator exists. One is allowed to look at her without her looking back

prosocial benefits that should follow, feel artificially induced at

in judgment. In fact, her gaze is fixed to her country’s flag; the very

best, and are instinctively followed by self–preservation and denial.

same land she is being evicted from. The placement of the work in the

6

3
4
5
6
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epicenter of conflict allows the spectator to confront the spectrum without

blamed by what is shown.82Without additional bias introduced through

an intermediary step in between. The photographs in “The Wrinkles

text or dramatic manipulation, the images’ ability to induce guilt in

of The City” in Shanghai are presented without text, and portray the

the contractors allows better the emergence of pure self–regulatory

elderly looking up, smiling, or with their eyes closed, waiting for the

action. In terms of the backfire effect, the prerequisite of quietly owning

wrecking ball to hit them. Not looking back towards the observer creates

one’s guilty emotions through open, autonomous interpretation feels

the required distance to allow the observer to feel less threatened or

better fulfilled.
8

Baberini et al., 2011

“The Wrinkles of the City, Action in Shanghai, Jiang Qizeng — Red Flag,
China” (2010) by JR.
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A rabbi, a priest and an imam seem to join together in twisting their

so wide. Or are they the enemy? There is no way to tell them apart

faces on a wall that separates two countries. While photographed apart

from each other. Ultimately, all trouble in the world is caused by adults,

or at different times, their similarity and arrangement together as a

and here they act like children. They disarm themselves in front of the

triptych suggests a common setting, even goal. Even if the thought

camera, being led by the artist to act silly. It makes one wonder if they

were pure fiction, a hopeful doubt, a wish, grows in one’s mind: could

knew they would end up playing together in the same sandbox. Cynics

this story be true? The project “Face2Face” by JR focuses on the holy

may try blaming ‘them’ on the wall, unaware of actually referring to

land for Judaism, Christianity and Islam in a place where Palestinians

‘themselves’ instead. In these portraits of Palestinians and Israelis,

and Israelis couldn’t find a way to get along together. The borders

mixed together, people seem to have forgotten about their differences.

between the countries have been in constant turmoil, creating violent

I say ‘seem’, as the photographs depict a potential future, not the present.

tension, even if many even have relatives on the opposite side. Here,

I wonder if more than a plausible reality is required. The veracity of

people are stuck fighting both for and against their own families. In

the photographic medium paints its white lies to the audience: no re-

times of trouble, it must be strange to witness one’s countrymen smile

sentment, judgment or anger is left; no difference between people.

“Face2Face” (March 2007), a project by JR. Portraits of Israeli and
Palestinian people pasted onto the separation wall on the Palestinian
side in Bethlehem.
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In human psychology, it is recognized that guilt is often mixed

accused of war crimes in Africa, for instance, often cast themselves

with feelings of shame. Whereas guilt can transform into victim–

as the ultimate victims of the “Western imperialist venture” of

oriented concern and reconciliatory actions, shame works the

the human rights brand.

opposite way: it prompts aversion, social withdrawal and tendency

ANGER AND FEAR

to avoid moral criticism.93Guilt arises as a disappointment reaction
to an external event or outcome, while shame is a result of a
negative implication of one’s whole self–concept, bordering on

A common strategy in human rights campaigns is to cause moral

self–loathing. Due to its nature, it’s not expected to lead to mo-

outrage by visually illustrating the atrocities and in such a way

tivation or reconciliatory action, and is sometimes far beyond

bring the pain closer to the spectator. Through emotional con-

even the reparatory effects of a simple apology.

tagion and mirroring, the aim is for the spectator’s emotions to

104

In this way, guilt and shame mixed together are often
working against each other, dividing their experiencers into

converge with those of the person being victimized and to subsequently give rise to a drive to defend the victim.

amenders and avoiders. From the point of view of the backfire

Anger is defined as a form of passion. Although it is most

effect, guilt risks the overcoming of the first fundamental obstacle

often associated with violence, it can be harnessed for peace with

in successful critique: bringing down the barrier formed by one’s

careful direction. It is a state of agitation based on perceived in-

opponent’s persistent ego.

justice or offence, and a strong force that motivates will to take

115

Turning the table around, emotions of guilt and shame

action. Whether it manifests as violence or aggression is ultimately

should be evaluated from the point of view of the opponent. They

up to oneself to decide, and rendering anger purely as a negative

are, after all, equally human as those campaigning against them.

state would be an oversight.148

In AI’s methods, “shaming of the guilty” was mentioned. It’s

Civil disobedience and peaceful protests against war are

interesting that methods that have been psychologically proven

forms of expressing moral outrage. Such passion for peace is fueled

counter–productive are used against the perpetrators in hopes of

by anger but let out nonviolently. Despite of its pacifist nature—

motivating positive change. Shaming or ridiculing public figures

being a protest—even striving for peace this way can result in

through passive–aggressive and cynical humor paves way for a

conflict of opinions on the home front. Leach mentions that in

briefly–rewarding catharsis for the spectator, but risks increased

political climates where feelings of fear are exploited to justify

resentment by the perpetrator, further tightening the knot. Ac-

“preemptive violence”, such as war on terror, peace protests are

cording to Leach and Crowther, they are equally prone, as

rarely considered moral by all, but at worst condemned as trea-

anyone else, to protecting their self– and social image. Leaders

sonous.159A prominent example of passion–fueled nonviolence was
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exercised by Mahatma Gandhi in his satyagraha model. He strived

The advantage of exploiting anger over guilt is that it allows

to call into attention the suffering of the victims, and in such a

the spectator to stand on the same side together with the operator.

way to make them conscious of their immorality through emotions

Unlike guilt followed by remorse, anger is actually a rewarding

of guilt and shame.

emotion, an outlet that can join people together against a common

1610

In psychological terms, anger takes multiple forms and a
variety of names. “The Encyclopedia of Peace Psychology” divides

cause instead of inhibiting and separating. This is interesting
in terms of dealing with the backfire effect.

intergroup “passion for violence” in three main categories: re-

To win over an audience, anger seems like an efficient

sentment, envy and inferiority. Resentment results from perceived

way to go about. It is used as an assault on the sensibility of the

external oppression or injustice. Envy is defined as anger arising

spectator and works by shaking awake the forgotten, underlying

from perceived superiority of someone else, while inferiority is

values of a sleeping audience who don’t have immediate experience

described as its more severe form: it is the result of losing one’s

of violence in their lives. Sontag expressed that “images of dead

dignity and manifests as shame–induced form of self–hate. In

civilians and smashed houses may serve to quicken hatred of the

all cases the word perceived is used, as the reasoning can be

foe”, to make the spectator feel that they “ought to care more”.

colored or in conflict with itself through emotional blinding. For

However, she argues that in a world that’s almost expected to

instance, friction caused by social inequality and financial status

be in war it is hard to be impressed by photographs of violence.

can result to the poor resenting the rich, even if those better off

At best, these images facilitate a temporary second–hand emotion

might not have any causal relationship to the situation of those

for those who lack real experience.1812
Technically, I find almost nothing inefficient about using

with lower power.1711
While resentment has a somewhat clear or concrete reason

anger and passion to unite people against—or for—a common

that can be diplomatically diffused, envy and inferiority are defined

cause. However, if one is interested in changing one’s opponent’s

as its immoral, purely self–serving counterparts. Rather than

values, anger as a tool fails against many of the requirements

striving to improve oneself, these emotions result in attempts to

for dealing with the backfire effect. Ending up as a target for

undermine the other. Due to its underlying connection with shame,

furious resistance is fertile ground for rendering oneself in

inferiority can in extreme forms result in a shame–rage spiral and

deep denial and defense. Knowing this, your realize that anger

violence without any clear aim or reason other than deep personal

is not meant to open one’s enemies’ ears. It is a brute tool, an

disappointment. Leach mentions the rise of Nazi Germany as an

easily harnessable passionate energy for gathering enough

example of a result of the humiliation following World War I and

mass to force an opinion through; to intimidate one’s opposition

the extreme case of exploiting such emotions.

to submission.
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“Human rights violations are always in fashion. Act.” A cynical pun

“300 000 child soldiers dream of simply being children.” Only an adult

underlines a campaign image illustrating domestic violence: an enraged

can fully appreciate the horrible consequence of a child’s smile in the

man pulls the hair of a woman, bringing her down on a catwalk under

presence of gruesome death. Saddening thoughts of completely numbed

the cool gaze of a superior audience. It feels like a modern–day adaptation

and disfigured childhoods run through my mind. Much is said about

of ‘bread and circuses’; the audience takes pleasure in witnessing violence.

the influence of parents on children’s later lives, but identifying with

“Les violations des droits l’homme sont toujours à la mode. Agissez.”, a
campaign against human rights violations by
Amnesty International / TBWA Paris (2010).
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the implications of war and murder on their psyche at an early stage

to stop or how to act. Should I simply make sure I don’t act the same

in their lives is far beyond my grasp. Who is this audience that doesn’t

way as the man? The real perpetrator is abstract, and I take guilty

care? The image will not specify it, yet it orders me to act. Am I not?

solace in trusting that somebody else will solve the problem for me. I’m

Are they saying I’m incapable of empathy? I feel blamed, and the violence

trying to understand the process of making these images. As a maker, I

makes me halt and a bit angry. I wish it’d stop, yet I don’t know whom

must in some way identify with the emotions I wish to relay to others;

“Hanging kids”, a campaign against the use of child soldiers by Amnesty
International / TBWA Paris (2007).
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I need to feel bad in order to believe that others will feel bad as well.

Similarly, could AI have motivated the First World audience to

For me the domestic violence campaign falls short by being too direct

donate and to save the child soldiers by only using photos of them

and ultimately downplaying the topic further with sarcasm. In the

smiling? By logical reduction, the effect of both approaches seems

case of child soldiers, the violence is implied, and the impact of the

to lie in bringing joy where there’s a lack of it and anger where

children’s smiles creates a perverse mood. It’s a deeply hurting image

it didn’t yet exist; in short, to provide the audience with an un-

whose effect is heightened by active refraining from drama with text.

expected emotion they haven’t felt for a while. But in the context

Still, I wonder: would the campaign poster have worked with the

of criticizing problems, how rare is anger as an emotion, really?

hanged kids cropped out?

FORGIVENESS AND SELF—DEPRECATION
—
Through taking a look at all sides—victims, defenders and atThe terms campaigning and strategy were originally used by the

tackers, and the go–to emotions often exploited in hopes of dis-

military. AI state that “good campaigning and good strategy are

mantling this power triangle—a profound realization emerges:

as important to those who seek to prevent war as to those who

in terms of the backfire effect, none of the approaches promise

wage it.”

Exploiting anger is to claim that attack is the best

fruitful dialogue for all actors in the story. Guilt splits an audience,

defense, and harnessing passion is the most efficient way to carry

while shame shuts down the receivers on the opposite end. Anger

it out. This way of thinking feels very counterintuitive to me.

may mobilize and unite people, but the resulting fear raises de-

The problem is that one’s opponent often puts faith on exactly

fenses on the other side. Only enough of both emotions can force

the same tactic.

a resolution through brute force, but is the result sustainable?

1913

The pros and cons of anger as motivator and its implications
become clearer through an exercise of switching target audiences.

Will it ever put a stop to the will to retaliate or the argument
about who threw the first stone?

For instance, how different would the effect of JR’s Face2Face

Inspired by the backfire effect and its requirement for civil

have become had he exhibited, right there at the separation wall,

discussion and willingness to disarm oneself, something com-

victims resulting from the conflict? The spectators would have

pletely opposite to the methods described previously emerges. As

been confronted with guilt by association, denial over their own

a truly voluntary and individual process, forgiveness is perhaps

actions, and anger over the actions of their enemies. In a war–torn

a surprising concept in this context. It shares a connection with

state, wouldn’t such approach have resulted in further agitation

self–regulatory guilt, as it’s recognized as one of its prosocial

and grief at best? How would you justify taking such action?

outcomes. Apologizing also parallels self–affirmative priming

19
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“It’s not happening here. But it’s happening now.”, an
award-winning human rights awareness campaign by
Amnesty International / Walker, Zürich (2015).

used to overcome the backfire effect. But does it mean the

need to be a truthful fact? How far would the audience be from

same as giving in and surrendering to your opponent?

recovering from a traumatic or deeply hurting event if instead

Psychologically, the implications of apology reach

of truth a convincing illusion of kindness was provided? Would

further than the personal boundaries of the one asking for

such an approach simply become exploited and welcomed as

forgiveness. While it is recognized that a direct apology from

beneficial propaganda for the perpetrator to use in hiding his

the perpetrator reduces the victim’s feelings of anger, aggres-

atrocities? What about when turning the table around; would it,

siveness and desire for retaliation, turning down an apology

if provided a completely unexpected source—a message of for-

might actually have worse consequences for the victim. Espe-

giveness being broadcasted by the very victims of the perpetra-

cially if they would like to forgive, but don’t, the resulting level

tor—have enough power to shake him off his pedestal—not

of meta–guilt can even exceed that of the perpetrator.

through guilt or anger, but understanding?

2014

The effect of forgiving in diffusing a conflict holds a

Barthes stated that photography is by nature without

potential for self–fulfilling itself. On one hand it considerably

future, a certificate of presence and what has been. But as the

lessens the pain of the victim, no matter which way around

world has started to accept the inevitable fabrication of images,

the situation is viewed, but on the other it motivates acceptance

the requirement for direct, truthful storytelling is eroding. Like

of the situation through self–regulated feelings of meta–guilt

in JR’s “Face2Face”, the white lies of two peoples coexisting

in the spectator. Selfless disarming of oneself, and showing

peacefully is meant to be something that could be, a memory of

maturity—not surrendering—can also serve as a cathartic

the future, not the present. Through narrative storytelling, the

outlet and positive model for many others who are witnessing

spectator allows to be led into the world of the image maker.

it. In this way, the victim becomes the operator.

Then, what remains is the responsibility of the operator to set

It seems that in terms of the backfire effect, the disarm-

the standard—to decide whether to touch or to hurt.

ing power of forgiveness–be it voluntary or not—levels the
playing ground. There is something profoundly human in
selflessness that is hard to escape. Would it be naïve to expect
forgiveness and apology to truly pervade into the visual language of human rights? It seems that it is the only action not
yet exhausted. One could argue that the worst people AI and
JR are up against are beyond the point of ever disarming
themselves in such a way, but does remorse of a perpetrator
20
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A group of five people have gathered together in Auschwitz, Poland,

dance on the grave of atrocity, and to be the victor… well that says

to dance along to the rhythm of Gloria Gaynor’s “I Will Survive”.

it all, doesn’t it?” Korman brought his grandfather to Poland, The

Published on YouTube.com, the audience reaction to it was over-

Czech Republic and Germany to retrace his past and to turn the

whelming: having received nearly 700,000 hits in ten days, the artist

memories of horror into celebration of life. Later in 2012 she compiled

was accused of anti-Semitism and disgracing the memory of the

all the e-mail responses she had received to the video into a digital

victims of Nazi Germany. The tone changed quickly when the spec-

publication named “Love, Hate and Healing”. She says her work

tators learned that this is a Jewish family of three generations. Second

”was inspired by the philosopher Theodor Adorno who declared that

from to the left, you can see their grandfather, a living survivor of

‘Art must go on even after Auschwitz.’ Its message is a hope for hu-

the concentration camp in question, dancing with a smile on his face.

manity to continue its struggle with the self—including what Aus-

One of the responses was: ”For the first time, I have viewed Auschwitz

chwitz symbolizes—the continuing dark horrors of our world.” Her

with tears of joy, along with the tears of sorrow. The sorrow will

grandfather did not only prevail what he had endured, but through

never leave any of us, no doubt… but to see your father, with the

his selfless compassion provided a cathartic outlet for those who had

family he was able to create… to bring them there, to that place, to

gone through the same experience.

“I Will Survive: Dancing Auschwitz; Entrance to Auschwitz,
‘Work Makes you Free’” (2010) by Jane Korman.
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LIFTING SPIRITS VS.
RAISING AWARENESS

for both themselves and others. The confidence of the people in
his photos is sincere and refrains from turning arrogant or judgmental. The result is a positive illusion of how a situation has

The aims of both parties are noble and their methods successful,

already improved: the elderly are respected in society, the women

but for wildly different reasons. JR has harnessed the human

are valued in a male-dominated culture, and prejudices towards a

being as his long–lasting vehicle for changing people’s perception

poor neighborhood are gone. The story is often not true, but makes

of the world they live in. Practical obstacles of working illegally

one dream of a day it would be.

aside, his process requires ideologically less persuasion from the

AI would succeed best in avoiding the backfire effect by

spectators, proven by them often joining him in pasting the

provoking thoughts through metaphorical storytelling or implied

photographs on the walls. Very few topics are more photographed

violence instead of direct agitation or shocking of the spectator.

than the human face, which is why maximum pervasiveness,

By refraining from too much directness, the spectator gets to

extreme size and deeply contrasting context act together to form

“solve” their enigmatic message, and thus perceives owning the

the core of his work.

story without external control. Due to the often morally outraged

The simplicity of JR’s method enables him to escape the
backfire effect to a great extent. By focusing on the positive he

undertone in their campaigns, the prerequisite of positive self–
affirmation of their opponent is left unfulfilled.

causes no offence, which eliminates the need for defensiveness.

Anger and cynical humor are tools for allowing a neutral

He prefers not to choose a side, but attempts to unite people in

target audience to bemoan the violations depicted in AI’s cam-

conflict with each other regardless of their opinions. This means

paigns without feeling personally challenged. This way the chances

he barely even works against an opponent. On one hand he

of the campaign backfiring become much lower. By using abstract

generalizes the solutions, distilling his visual repertoir to an

perpetrators and generalized issues, such as domestic violence,

immense amount of large-scale black and white portraits. On

child soldiers or human trafficking, the campaigns serve as means

the other, he works with photos of individuals often known

to raise awareness of both the issues themselves and AI’s involve-

locally, and in this way appropriates the power of the familiar

ment in them.

and personal.

AI utilizes sarcasm, cynicism and anger to boast that they

No explanation is provided, no accompanying text, which

have the upper hand, and that they will keep it that way until they

allows for autonomous interpretation. By working this way, JR

have solved every human rights violation in the world. I’m fairly

escapes the need for justifying his views. He simply makes small

certain that many donators are glad to have such a powerful ally,

people in the world big in hopes of making their presence known,

handling a vast spectrum of highly sensitive issues on their
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A cautious smile of a little girl in the project “Not a Bug Splat”. Work by an
anonymous Pakistani artist collective is utilizing JR’s “Inside Out” movement
makes victims more real to military drone operators who mostly see them as
mere dots on a computer screen.
Source: notabugsplat.com
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behalf—for a low monthly fee. Choosing the path of gener-

In late 2015, I found myself interested in the phenomenon of church

alization will keep rendering AI a distant multinational or-

closings in The Netherlands. For financial reasons, mainstream

ganization—much more so than JR—missing the chance for

churches such as the Catholic and the Protestant were forced to let go

touching people deep at the grassroots level. However, for a

of about a thousand of their church buildings by 2025. For many,

conflicted or apathetic target audience, the personally dis-

especially in the rural areas, the loss of a church building meant an

tanced approach is enough to promote the confidence AI has

abrupt and emotional end to the tradition of gathering together.

in their aim, which potentially wins over new members. AI’s

Meanwhile, many immigrants founded their own churches,

presence means a lot to the victims as well, some of whom

especially around The Hague area. After facing strong initial resis-

have endured through horrors just by knowing that there are

tance, they were eventually recognized as important communities that

people fighting for them.

help newcomers integrate more swiftly into the Dutch society. These

For AI, touching their audience translates to reminding

small parishes didn’t, however, have proper spaces to gather in.

people of their privileged lives. On one hand it’s about mobi-

I felt sorry for the situation’s sake. Both parties could do better.

lizing people in hopes of forcing the perpetrators to submission,

I began photographing these small church communities under a

and on the other about inducing guilt in those who don’t take

projection. It was a ceiling from a church that no longer needed it, as

action against them. However, the idea of agitating your

it was about to be sold or closed. For the other party, those still dealing

opponent—be it a despot or an ordinary person—in hopes of

with the loss of their church, I came up with a consoling outlet inspired

ending up in a civil discussion is counter–productive.

by biblical frescoes in church ceilings: in the absence of a church, they

Gandhi demonstrated the suffering of victims to the

could photograph everything they now saw when they looked up—

perpetrators in hopes of moving them and making them

anything from the sublime to the mundane. All these photos were then

aware of their immorality. Now his strategy is applied against

projected back to the ceiling of a real, functioning church both as a

everyday life outside zones of conf lict. The fundraising

means to feel connected with it again, and as a new story about the

scheme reminds me of the 95 theses Martin Luther nailed

change the church was going through.

on the door of The Wittenberg church in 1517. Before his

I’ve always faced moderate to strong resistance when trying

intervention, sins could be forgiven through making a do-

to motivate people to work with me for the projects I have done. This

nation to the church. After 500 years, are our minds and

was not one of those projects. In very little time, I had gained the

ways of thinking also in dire need of a reform? Instead of

support of five parishes, three organizations and I got donated a

persuasive imagery, is there room for ones that disarm—in-

Lutheran church as an exhibition space free of charge. What was

cluding their makers?

going on?
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Utilizing implied violence that requires no additional text in “Red
Shoes”, a campaign against human trafficking and child prostitution by
Amnesty International / JWT San Juan (2008).

10 5

For the first time, I wasn’t making artwork based on my own personal

small communities look like victims. This project concretized for me what

shortcomings. Having a restricted schedule had forced me to act and settle

a difference it makes to become involved with people having a problem

for a story that wasn’t immediately about myself—and it made all the

rather than moralizing those who aren’t touched. My aim was to show

difference. I was working with people directly involved in a topical issue,

that perhaps there is enough room within the churches for everybody. For

which motivated them to help. I didn’t criticize the situation but tried to

me this project showed the difference between talking about—or photo-

find a way to help those involved. I didn’t pick a side or wish to make the

graphing—a problem, and attempting to provide a solution to it.

A photograph from my series “Church Without A Ceiling” (2015).
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This moment of enormous transition
forces a re–thinking of what
photography can do, and what we
want it to accomplish. For example,
if a young person wanted to become
a war photographer, we have
hundreds of books showing how
others have photographed war. But
what if a young person wanted,
instead, to become a photographer
of peace? The genre, unfortunately,
does not yet exist.
× Fred Richin
Dean of the School at The International Center of Photography
Quote from TIME Magazine (2013)

Everybody hurts
As I was writing this research, the city of Paris suffered a

In motivational psychology it is recognized that the human mind

bombing. While the ones responsible were under hot pursuit,

has an innate need for both competence and autonomy. By allowing

everybody had an opinion about what should have happened

the spectator to be in control of the situation, they feel effective

afterwards. In social media, people exercised microactivism by

and experience self–determined volition towards contributing to

overlaying the colors of the French flag onto their profile pictures

a cause.1 The exact opposite of autonomy is excessive external

to show support to the victims. This resulted in many calling

control. Reflecting on my own past experiences, it is exactly

them slactivists and criticizing why that tragedy got more at-

volition without external control that drives me, and the loss thereof

tention than other recent ones. For some, the French flag had

that inhibits me. As in all persuasive imagery—advertising in-

connotations of colonialism and racism. For others, it was simply

cluded—my shields are raised in defence against losing my own

unfair to prefer some victims over others.

opinion and by an attempt to have it replaced by someone else’s.

The human mind is complex. To feel compelled to help,

A photograph as such is capable of freeing itself from

one needs to care. In order to care, one needs to feel empathy.

criticizing; it isn’t inherently tied to neither truth nor agenda.

If an issue is distant, empathy can be induced through our ca-

However, it cannot be escaped that a campaign is by nature a

pability for neural mirroring of painful images. Neverending

charged attempt to manipulate others. Barthes, in his quest to

just looking at tragedy through mediation of a photograph renders

finding himself, the spectator in photography, argued that the

the spectator frustrated and guilt–ridden. This will make some

only kind of photograph that would allow the medium to be

feel a sense of responsibility and have them support the cause.

“subversive”, truly unique and free from the patterns and anatomy

Others who experience unreasonable levels of blame—external

of other forms of art, would be pensive; a photograph liberated

or internal—will dismiss the facts, look away and substitute

from meaning or pretense; that only vaguely induces one to think.

reality with their own.

He briefly compared his argument against advertising, where the
1
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image must speak by virtue (or vice?) of its intention to sell,

[...] Whom do we believe we have the right to blame?”3 Many

perhaps too much so.2 Such an image loses its credibility, begins

feel powerless to fight evil, although it is easy to condemn and

to speak for the spectators without their consent, and putting

criticize its outcomes from a distance. Putting your money where

thousand words into their mouths—words that were not theirs

your mouth is is much more difficult, especially for those that

to begin with.

are unexperienced—or unaware. Will the continuation of this
moral spiral ever transform into relief or solutions for problems

WHAT IS MY PROBLEM?

for those in dire need for them?
The means of fighting indifference are outdated: psychol-

If manipulation cannot be avoided, the intention of the image

ogists have argued for decades that truly altruistic behavior

creator becomes the point of focus: will you try to make others

cannot be attained through reaction to guilt.4 Angélique Kidjo,

act, or act by yourself? Do you wish to mobilize outrage or make

a UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador, writes in her analysis of AI’s

peace? In their core, both AI and JR fight separation between

campaign against female genital mutilation in MoMa’s “Design

people by taking over the voice of the spectator. The methods

and Violence” blog: “Don’t make people feel guilty if you want

range from mass–mobilizing discord to creating an illusion of

to have a lasting effect on their conscience.”5 The resulting

mutual understanding. Nevertheless, a fundamental difference

prosocial behavior serves as a means to superficially correct

exists between these tactics.

one’s self– and public image; it’s not permanent nor profound.

Focusing on kindness requires no justification, no com-

While it offers temporary second–hand relief to those in need,

promise. It requires no empathy nor knowledge of suffering; no

I argue that campaigns that exploit negative emotions prevent

experience of politics, and yet it can touch every problem in the

the emergence of and potential for unadulterated charity. In the

world of humans. There’s no need for context, no timing—no

long run, rendering one’s home front cynical and defensive in

strategy. There needn’t even be a conflict to start with. In contrast,

this way seems like a backwards method for providing relief to

by choosing the path of guilt and anger, a complex web of opinions

global issues—especially considering that we all belong in the

arises. War photography started with glorious depictions of

same globe. Is outrage in conflict with the notion of fighting for

conquest only to land on criticism against it. In this day and age

human rights? Must good intentions toward the victims un-

it requires a lot of energy to cause change in this classical protestant

avoidably cause collateral damage in the audience?

way that history has imprinted in our minds. Sontag expressed

Perhaps one could start by not using conflicting vocab-

that: “one person’s barbarian is another person’s just doing what

ulary and believing that there exists such a thing as a good fight.

everybody else is doing.” She asked: “Whom do we wish to blame?

Without room for civil discussion, the process starts by sacrificing
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what others believe in. This is the root cause for the backfire

I believe that the threshold for compassion is much lower

effect to exist. Nobody attests to an absolute truth, therefore

than it is for hate and anger—for both the operator to

basing every action on a compromise guided by one’s own

perform and the spectator to receive. I recognize that in

standards. In visual tactics, the spectator’s conscience is first

my photography I’m capable of both, perhaps even slightly

in the line of fire, dictated by the operator who believes their

more inclined to hurt than heal. It is an interesting disso-

intentions to be good. Sontag illustrates this fluid ethics with

nance that for me signals a danger of stepping into the

an example: “surely the wounded Taliban soldier begging for

realm of hypocrisy; what I do as a photographer I wouldn’t

his life whose fate was pictured prominently in The New York

have the courage or the moral inclination to do in real life.

Times also had a wife, children, parents, sisters and brothers,

Having taken a deep look at what I’m doing, I’ve

some of whom may one day come across the three color pho-

become aware that photography acts as a medium to dress

tographs of their husband, father, son, brother being slaugh-

into images what I dare not say in words; something to

tered—if they have not already seen them.”

hide behind. I believe it is a human right to not be brought

6

down and rendered cynical by visual flamebaits placed in

BEING THE OPERATOR

the public space. Not because of an inconvenient feeling
arising from confrontation, but because they feed the de-

In its core, humanitarianism is about maintaining a relationship

fensiveness people shield themselves with against difficult

of moral kindness, benevolence and sympathy between humans.

topics. I did not cover in-depth the reasons why some

For me the thought of rising on barricades and to mobilize

authors consider the society having become numb to the

against others is in conflict with that notion. I can’t think of

suffering of others, or whether or not it is justified to hurt

myself truly belonging in a mob of protesters, no matter how

in order to make aware that others hurt. But from the point

good the cause, fiercely expressing my opposition towards

of view of the operator I’ve come to realize that in negative

someone else’s world view. It’s not due to fear of engagement

manipulation lies a danger of missing the opportunity to

per se, but connects with the group behavior I would experience

ever raise above the problems and outdo oneself. It is an

around me. Something in condoning such activity inhibits a

uncreative and outdated mode of thinking that feeds the

sense of brotherhood, community spirit and caring from arising,

passive-aggressive negativity abundant in the world, and

making me apprehensive of getting hurt by the anger of my

in the long run turns against itself by only educating the

own peers. I would experience fear of friendly fire, a term used

spectator on how to deflect negative emotions and how to

in war where one’s own troops accidentally harm each other.

cover one’s eyes and ears from pleas of people in need.

6
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Charlie Chaplin’s emotionally moving speech at the end of “The
Great Dictator” rendered him highly unpopular. The pacifistic
twist in the plot severely missed the preferred expectations of
the 1940s audience who would have rather seen Adenoid Hynkel
(parody of Adolf Hitler) die. As a sign of times, Chaplin’s reputation was gradually ruined, and the movie started an unstoppable decline of his career. Back then, many failed to understand
Chaplin’s attempt to disarm a global conflict by extinguishing
the fear and hate on his home front. For that audience there was
no compelling reason for forgiving the war, no way of seeing it
from any other perspective but theirs. The world hasn’t changed
that much during the past decades, so maybe for the first time
for our time, through understanding our complexities, the
backfire effect will provide a compelling reason for a truce—
visual and otherwise—even for the most rational, calculative
and hardboiled amongst us.
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I’m sorry, but I don’t want to be an
emperor. That’s not my business.
I don’t want to rule or conquer
anyone. I should like to help
everyone—if possible—Jew,
Gentile—black man—white. We
all want to help one another. Human
beings are like that. We want to
live by each other’s happiness—not
by each other’s misery.
× Charlie Chaplin

Excerpt from the final speech in “The Great Dictator” (1940)

My method
I—DISARM YOURSELF

IV—SKIP THE MEDIATOR

Rid yourself of personal resentment towards your subject or topic

It is far more effective and beneficial to directly address people

and strive to understand the reasons for the conflict instead. This

having a problem rather than attempting to gather the help of

way you avoid making yourself an example of the backfire effect.

those not involved in it. As an outsider, or when making a story
for outsiders, you will experience great difficulty in compelling

II—LEVEL WITH YOUR ENEMY
Through disarming yourself you’re able to express this newly–

your audience without warming them up to the details first.

V—ALLOW AUTONOMY

acquired understanding to your opponent, along with everything
else you learned from them and hopefully even agree with. Re-

Motivation is not a pool of energy you can simply direct people

formulating the issue without an aggressive charge forms the

with to make them do what you wish. You cannot force people to

basis for your research leading to visual storytelling.

feel a certain way—true will to change is an internal desire beyond
the reach of external forces. You can rarely save somebody else’s

III—DON’T BE PREDICTABLE

marriage if the people themselves are not willing to listen. Do
not force your view directly onto the spectator, but instead let

Like in any ordinary argument, in preparation for defending

them infer it between the lines. History has shown that complex

themselves, your opponent will raise their shields. Attacking of

situations rarely benefit from imposing of closed opinions of a

any kind is unsurprising, while refraining from it is a tactic your

selected few. Offer the ingredients, but let the spectator combine

opponent has not prepared for.

them into a story—let go of fierce control. A photograph that
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induces the spectator to self–reflect without external control
allows for emotionally owning the story you have made.

VI—NARROW DOWN THE STORY

IX—UNDERSTAND THE
UNATTAINABLE
Don’t bite off more than you yourself can chew—and then
force your audience to do the same. Empathy is about being

Depending on your audience, tell the story from the perspec-

able to relate to others on an effortless, fundamental level and

tive of a single protagonist rather than a group of people—

it forms a crucial basis for compelling storytelling. However,

unless you’re clearly addressing group behavior. Combined

some experiences are beyond the comprehension of your

with autonomy of emotion, a single spectator will identify

audience, especially if you’re addressing spectators who have

more intimately with a story of a single individual.

no previous experience of the subject of your images. Not
having experience is not grounds for blaming or anger, even

VII—AVOID VILIFYING
YOUR AUDIENCE

if you think people ought to care more. Large subjects require
time for the audience to familiarize with, but it shouldn’t be
considered a sign of indifference. Subjects close to home not

Don’t treat your audience as the enemy; the spectator isn’t

only relate better with an audience, but make you better at

necessarily also your opponent. By burning bridges with your

telling the story as well.

audience you willfully set yourself against an extra opponent
to deal with.

VIII—SET THE STANDARD

X—MATCH THE MOTIVATION
Match the aim of your campaign with an audience that is
interested or involved in the issue you wish to solve and

Be aware that as the operator you set the moral standard of

consciously recognizes and accepts the underlying value of

your story. Kindness, showing charitable example, and pro-

the activity. Outdated psychological extortion and preaching

viding diplomatic solutions to a problem are more readily

fall short and lack the capacity to move people.

accepted than moral criticism and bemoaning.
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XI—DON’T FORGET YOUR OPPOSITION

XIV—REMEMBER TO KEEP SMILING

In public campaigning, the way you ask others to help solve a

If you have experience of the issue you’re tackling, there is nothing

problem is heard by the ones causing it as well. Their role is

more admirable for the audience to witness than selfless forgive-

crucial, however, in finding a solution to the problem you’re

ness. Outdoing yourself serves as a cathartic outlet for others as

trying to solve. Your opponent may be part of your audience.

well. Forgiveness and self–irony are ways to laugh together at
the absurd situation you have arrived in with your opponent. Stay

XII—AVOID BLAMING

away from passive–aggressive communication, unless it is the
very thing you both find disarmingly amusing.

Visual moralizing of those whose help you need through guilt
is counter–productive. This includes those in opposition to you;

XV—TELL STORIES, NOT FACTS

shaming will shut the receivers on the opposite end. These
emotions rarely feel like the spectator’s own, which is why

Think about the visual difference between exposing a problem

they’re often deflected and ignored. At best, they result in su-

and striving to solve it. Through reassuring positivity you can

perficial prosocial corrections that in the long run will not make

preemptively handle conflicts in the minds of your audience before

a lasting imprint.

they escalate—or even exist—without any need for further justifying of your actions. Positive fiction can transport the spectator

XIII—AVOID AGGRESSION

into wishing that what you show is true, even if the current reality
was something very different. Combined with autonomy of in-

Anger and fear can resolve conflicts only in their extreme forms

terpretation, a story like this has a potential to cause active belief

through forcing one’s opponent to submission. Expressing lesser

in a subject the spectator knows is not true. This is a prime

degrees of resentment or other forms of anger will merely feed

example of the backfire effect in full reverse.

resentment on the opposite side of the problem. Wars continue
due to similarly flawed reasoning, which is why these emotions

XVI—STAND BEHIND WHAT YOU DO

will never put an end to the will to retaliate. You will also miss
the chance to outdo yourself and raise above the problem.

Your work shouldn’t be something to hide behind, especially if
your aim is to cause a positive change in others. What you depict
in your work, you should have the courage stand behind in real
life—live by the rules you impose to others.
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A practical
example
As my graduation work I created an animated short film around

to avoid resorting to. My research in divorce revealed a tangled

divorce and the human tendency of getting oneself in constant

web of psychological repercussions that reverberate through

trouble. The purpose of this brief chapter is to give practical

children, parents, and all the way to grandparents. Some wish

examples of how I applied my method—and perhaps how I will

their parents hadn’t prolonged their separation as it resulted in

continue applying it—in my work.

verbal abuse at home, while some were still angry that their

Inspired by my research, the topic I chose for my grad-

parents divorced and left the children living in limbo. Divorce is

uation piece was the incredible difficulty of changing other people’s

hard for the grandparents as well, as they are forced to see their

minds. Based on my experience as trying to be a mediator

children and grandchildren struggle, all the while they themselves

between my family members, I had realized that there exists

are trying to keep life looking normal for the sake of showing

almost no fact or piece of technical evidence that would make

encouraging example.

them settle their quarrels. Everything I said could be used by

I felt like educating or blaming someone for divorce was

them against each other, and without me in between, things

completely out of the question, because the people themselves

only seemed to get worse or not move along at all. By the time

already blame themselves and others. Anger and fear, on the other

some of them began verging on divorce, I chose that as the

hand, were probably the source emotions for things going wrong

subject for my graduation work.

in the first place. I felt like narrowing down my subject might be

From the get-go I realized that divorce is a difficult topic

wise, but how could I choose a side in a complicated web of

to tackle in any, let alone some new, way. Mentioning the word

emotions and a phenomenon whose reasons vary wildly? I could

results in a priori images, familiar from popular culture and

choose to pull on just one string, but probably would cause

collective memory, that I had already seen in billboard ads.

something break in somebody else’s household. Was there any

Targeting parents and their children was something I wanted

solution that would span all of these situations?
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A photograph from my project “The First Day” (2016, left), used as basis
for an animated scene. The surround sound track includes ambient sounds
of a summer day, the muted sound of Lionel Richie’s “Hello” playing inside
the car (in front of the projection), and the sound of a chainsaw used to cut
the remaining top of the unusually tall tree (behind the projection). The
image on the right shows the result of modifying text from a pruning guide.
The result was used as dialogue for the narrator in the animation film.
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I have never been married, but I have experienced severe break-

span of these video clips, when combined with a love song

ups before. What I learned was that getting genuinely over the

playing in the background, resulted in the idea of using them

sadness and self–blame is the only worthy goal, and that guilt,

as the underlying structure for a short film that they were soon

shame, anger or fear are not going to make the process of getting

merged into. I liked the title 30-second love songs, as it sounded

there any quicker. I knew I couldn’t change people, but I believed

like a collection of awfully short pieces of music about love.

that I could change their perception of how bad a situation

To tie the scenes together, I created animations of planets,

seemed. This was the start for my project, The First Day —

moons and asteroids, silently floating in the vast, black void of

Thirty-Second Love Songs About Life as Human. In short: never

space, to give contrast to the loud, colorful—and seemingly

forget; forgive.

severe—problems we were facing on our tiny blue planet. During

I decided I’d tell a story about human imperfection in

it all, the gigantic celestial bodies continued their nonchalant

the context of everyday life. As long as there are humans, there

journey through space. I felt like I was channeling some “inner

are problems. The story had to have humor in it, because I

Douglas Adams”, and the way he wrote about the absurdity of

believe through humor it’s possible to find a way to smile at the

humans in Hitchhiker’s Guide to The Galaxy.

blunders we get ourselves constantly in, and come to accept

I was fascinated by the impact sound had on my photo-

them. After all, what good would trying to extinguish an eternal

graphs. It made you look into them rather than merely at them,

flame with fire do?

and feel the space surrounding the frame. Music balanced the

For inspiration, I found a small booklet called All You’ll

gloomy atmosphere of some photographs and steered their

Ever Want to Know About Training and Pruning Fruit Trees by

reading of the situations depicted in them towards being more

Boyer Nurseries & Orchards, Inc. I noticed that if I painted

hopeful and sympathetic. The addition of a male and female

over all the text referring to trees, phrases such as “growing

narrator—the dialogue originating from the gardening booklet,

too close to one another” suddenly started referring to people,

of course—provided comic relief, but also allowed relatively

and “those that are too close have to be cut off ” to members of

open interpretation of the story. On no occasion in the film is

one’s family tree.

the word divorce mentioned.

Guided by the humor inherent in modifying the gardening

The resulting narrative video installation was intended

booklet, the project took form in short, animated photographs

to be displayed in The Hague Peace Palace, the epicenter for

and metaphorical storytelling. Motivated by my research, I

handling the most severe forms of human conflicts, but also an

wanted to find something in between the media of photography

instance known for its meticulously pruned gardens. The loca-

and cinematography. The initially arbitrary 30-second time

tion is frequently visited by tourists from all around the world.
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“The kids may split off, ruining the will. Avoid this and the resulting
weakness.” Empty swings suspended in air, juxtaposed with crescent Earth
setting behind the Moon. Images used as bases for animated scenes in my
project “The First Day” (2016).
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Rendered installation view of “The First Day”. The rear projection screen
was hung in slanted orientation on purpose to give it an imperfect feel.
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Peace is an exception in a world that is
expected to be in war. To be human is to
be prone to getting into trouble, but the
way we react is up to us to decide. We can
choose to shame the guilty, or we can disregard the perpetrator and direct our
energy completely towards lifting the
spirits of those who are negatively affected.
In visual campaigns, images speak of the
choice the image maker made in this regard.
Can images change the course of events
when pitted against the human ego?
Flamebaits is a research essay on visual
methods of persuasion in the context of the
backfire effect and human rights campaigns,
and their roles in attempting to cause
lasting change in the spectators’ minds.
Through a semantic and psychological case
study of Amnesty International and a visual
artist known as JR, the aim was to transform my f indings into a method of storytelling that could be used to address diff icult topics and human conf licts.
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